Tektite auf höchstens 5000-jähriges Alter. Angesichts der übereinstimmenden physikalischen Alter sollte jedoch letzteren größeres Gewicht beigemessen werden. Damit gehören auch die Australite zu der großen Gruppe der fernöstlichen Tektite, die ein Verbreitungsgebiet von über 7000 km X 4000 km einnehmen, für das nur ein Naturereignis von gewaltigem Ausmaß verantwortlich gewesen sein kann.
The theory of isotope exchange columns has been worked out by COHEN 1 and developed by BECKER and BIER 2 and BIER 3 for continuously packed col- It is the purpose of this work to extend COHEN'S theory to continuous separating columns in which the isotope transfer between the main fluids in countercurrent flow takes place indirectly, by means of a third fluid. This case, which will be referred to as "successive exchange" ( In practice even if the construction of a three fluid column may present more technical difficulties than a usual two-fluid one, the choice of a three-fluid system may be sometimes advantageous if the elementary separation factor defined for a fluid pair without direct isotope exchange has a large value.
It may as well be sometimes preferable to combine in a three fluid system a distillation with small elementary separation factor, with a chemical exchange that shows a larger separation factor but no countercurrent facilities. A three fluid system has for instance been used in the exchange distillation of B 10
(1. c. 6 ' 7 ) with a partially dissociated eterate complex in the vapour phase.
The calculations are carried out on the following model ( Fig. 2) : a liquid is supposed to flow down through the column in countercurrent with a gas saturated with vapour of the liquid phase. It is also supposed that the mass transfer takes place only be- 
L-(dN/dz) = -rd.
According to COHEN the mass transfer rates Ts, 7\j may be written in the form
where the rate constants ks, kd moles/cm 2-s refer to unit area of the corresponding interfaces, the mass transfer rates Ts, Td moles/cm -s corresponding to the unity of column height being therefore given by multiplication with the perimeters Ps, Pd cm, of the corresponding interfaces. The molal flow rates I, V, L moles/s refer to the whole section of the column.
A first consequence of the system (1) is the constant flux of isotope through any section of the column
The system (1) has been solved to obtain the zdependence of the mole fractions in the simplified case of small concentrations, n, v, /V 1. In this case the mass transfer rates (2) take the simplified form Ts = ks Ps(asn-v),
and the system (1) The symbols used have the following meaning:
(8) In this case there is isotopic equilibrium between the vapour and the gas at any height of the column.
The isotope conservation equation is
LiV-(/+Fas)n = const.
The three fluid system is equivalent to a two fluid system in countercurrent flow characterized by the mole fractions n and N, the flow rates L and l + V as and a separation factor of as ad .
In both cases if at the bottom of the column the conditions ad r0 = N0 and as n0 = v0 are not fulfilled then in (14) and (15) 
The Eqs. (20) and (21) A number of numerical data, interpolated from the experimental ones and used in the following discussion, are summarized in Table 1 .
Discussion
The possibility of evaluating cryoscopically active species v and, in general, of applying the cryoscopic method is usually conditioned to the fact that solute and solvent do not form solid solutions. In order to ascertain this point in the systems here involved, 
